GESTATION OF THE MANCHILD
This illustration show the actual retrograde and ’gestation’ period of Jupiter in the ’womb’ of Virgo. Before Jupiter becomes retrograde it enters into retrograde zone and starts slowing down. Before it

becomes stationary and starts moving into backward direction, it keeps moving into forward direction with retarded speed. Jupiter remains into stationary motion for some moments before it
starts moving backward. The time when Jupiter just starts moving backward is noted down in the calculations.

The ‘Pregnancy’ of Jupiter

Retrograde

Depiction of Jupiter as it enters and crosses the
threshold of the ‘birth canal’ of Virgo.

Progression

From February 6, 2017 to June 9, 2017
= 123 days
= 33% of 2017

From June 9, 2017 to September 9, 2017
= 3 months excluding the end date
= 13 weeks
= 25% 2017

‘Pregnancy’ Period

From November 20, 2016 Jupiter enter ‘womb’ of Virgo to ‘birth’ on September 9, 2017
= 293 days

AURORA

9 months

=
, 20 days excluding the end date
= 41 weeks and 6 days
= 80% of a year

A Crown?
A Crown of Thorns?
A Kippah?
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September 9, 2017
Depiction of Jupiter as it crosses the threshold of the ‘birth canal’ of Virgo.

FEB 6, 2017

NOV 20, 2016

Retrograde of Jupiter
begins

‘impregnated’
Jupiter enters ‘womb’

SEP 9, 2017
‘Birth of Manchild’
Translation f Jupiter

JUN 9, 2017
Retrograde ends
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The Branch
A typology of the Messiah to come

Birth of the Manchild
As far as Biblical ‘signs’ go, the actual sign is not the event itself. If something or someone is to be ‘birthed’, this
event is just signaling that the event is perhaps on the horizon and about to occur. However, the actual date and
time is very significant as to its source and depiction. Can 1 event signal 2 birthing's’ of a prophetic dichotomy?
Yes. On one level of possible prophetic meaning, this sign could be related to a completed gestation period of a
‘body’ associated to Christ’s Body. On the other hand, it can also be associated with the ‘birthing’ of the New
World Order and/or its ‘Christ’ Manchild; in this case the AntiChrist.

